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PRIME TRIP SUPPORT AND AEG FUELS ANNOUNCE STRATEGIC ALLIANCE
DUBAI, UAE - Prime Trip Support and AEG Fuels announce the creation of a strategic alliance to leverage the key strengths of each
company. The partnership makes AEG the preferred fuel supplier for Prime Trip Support’s customers around the globe, while AEG will
utilize Prime’s extensive vendor network to oﬀer both AEG’s fuel and ﬂight support customers local expertise and reliability.
“We’re excited to partner with AEG as it allows each to capitalize on our strengths for the beneﬁt of our clients,” says Ammar (Jay)
Alhussari, Founder and CEO of Prime Trip Support. “Both Prime and AEG oﬀer best-in-class services in our market segments. AEG’s
fuel platform is remarkable, and we look forward to utilizing their expertise at 3,000+ locations around the globe.”
“AEG and Prime share similar goals and standards in terms of meeting safety and operational requirements for our clients. This alliance
exempliﬁes our dedication to strengthening our worldwide footprint with specialized and trusted local services”, said Chris Clementi,
Chief Operating Oﬃcer at AEG Fuels.
Prime clients will receive fuel quotes and support in real-time, with the option to purchase fuel using a fuel release or a co-branded fuel
card. AEG clients will beneﬁt from the extensive network of Prime agents and supervisors around the globe when they ﬂy
internationally.
About Prime Trip Support
Prime Trip Support provides white-glove trip support and aviation logistics services to the global business, commercial, and military
aviation markets. With 24/7 operations based on two continents, Prime is an industry leader in international trip support, regulatory
services, ground services, and travel and security logistics. For more information visit www.primetripsupport.com.
About AEG FUELS
With over 30 years of expertise, AEG Fuels oﬀers single-supplier convenience as a marketer of aviation jet fuel and ﬂight support
services at over 3,000 locations worldwide. AEG provides services to clients 24-hours a day, 365 days a year. With oﬃces in Miami,
Houston, Stateline, Toluca, West Sussex, Dubai, Singapore and Shanghai, AEG is able to liaise locally in markets with customers and
suppliers to provide the highest degree of service. For more information visit www.aegfuels.com.
[photo: Prime Trip Support CEO Ammar (Jay) Alhussari and AEG COO Chris Clementi at Prime Trip Support’s global headquarters in
Dubai, UAE.]
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